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I R E A P S

SMALL SHIPYARD PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES
THROUGH INTEGRATED MANPOWER, SCHEDULE AND MATERIAL CONTROL
Laurent C. Deschamps
President
SPAR Associates Incorporated
Annapolis, Maryland
Mr. Deschamps has extensive experience in applying mathematics and computer methods to solve such practical problems as the minimizing of company
costs and production schedules.

He developed specialized statistical

techniques that accurately predict future costs and schedule changes based
upon current performance feedback information, and developed computer software specially tailored to meet the needs of large-scale project planning
and cost/schedule control.

He assisted the Canadian Government to develop

specifications for cost/schedule control systems and management reporting
requirements for Government contractors, and provided extensive consulting
and planning/scheduling services to companies in the United States and
Canada to improve production costs and schedules using improved methods
for planning and company management information.
Mr. Deschamps holds BSME and BS degrees from Trinity College.
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1.0

SUMMARY
------The authors describe the need for fully integrating all
aspects of shipbuilding so that current resources can be
utilized in the most effective and cost-efficient way
possible.
The integration of manpower, scheduling, and
material control using mini-computer planning, and cost/
schedule control systems have proved to be extremely
beneficial to small and medium sized shipyards. These
systems have given management an added insight into
areas that have been troublesome.
Now, corrective
action can be applied and the results measured quickly,
directly, and accurately.
By integrating all efforts of the shipyard plan, relative merits of new production techniques can be measured
and evaluated. This extension of management visibility
and control permits the shipyard to implement new technologies with far more confidence than possible before.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION
The over-riding concern in shipbuilding today is how to
increase productivity in the best way possible.
Much of the current difficulty
North American
shipyards face is an inability to compete on the world
market because , quite simply, our ships cost too much.
Costs for labor and material have escalated to the point
where the free market system can no longer guarantee
that our shipyards will compete successfully with shipyards abroad.
And while we face very high unit costs for labor and
material, the fact remains that our productivity (the
measure of our success in utilizing these resources) has
declined greatly. Foreign shipyards, on the other hand,
have implemented new processes and procedures that utilize the resources needed for ship construction far more
efficiently, regardless of the higher unit costs involved.
Considerable attention has been focused upon the benefits of computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM).
Surely these applications have
But while the promised benefits of
great potential.
these new systems is most encouraging, too often too
little thought. is directed to what can be done to make
existing facilities and resources more efficient and
productive.
What needs to be asked is this: why do foreign yards
build ships with HALF or less production manhours than
do North American yards? The answer can be found not so
much in their more advanced facilities and "high-tech"
engineering, but in their management and production
techniques.
Productivity very definitely depends upon organization
and can be increased with
a) Systematic planning and production engineering before production starts
b) Detailed monitoring of production progress
c) Regular feedback of results to ensure continual improvement in planning and control
d) Informed and resourceful management that
can implement changes wherever and whenever
needed
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Ship production is complex and requires an interlinking
of many plans and requirements. And while many shipyards pride themselves on their ability to plan, they
too often do not apply sufficient resources and proper
tools to do the job properly.
What results is a
production "plan" that does not coordinate the various
participants of the project, and the ensuing confusion
not only increases current production costs but also
schedule
savings
obscures exciting new cost
and
opportunities for future work.
The planning effort, therefore, should focus upon not
only how best to maintain cost and schedule today, but
also how to continually refine this planning process so
that costs can steadily be driven downward and schedules
shortened. This feedback loop obviously requires an
ability to bring together ("integrate") all requirements
for manpower, schedule, and material.
The ship design, planning and management efforts must
concentrate together and find new ways to make ships
easier and faster to build.
This process, to its conclusion, will enable today's
shipyard to be considerably more competitive tomorrow.

3.0

THE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS SOLUTION
------------------------------Small and medium sized shipyards are now gaining sizeable benefits from applying more efforts to planning and
production engineering. These areas form the foundation
by which shipyard resources (manpower, facilities and
material) can be successfully coordinated. The advent of
the inexpensive mini-computers and software systems
available have augmented these efforts so that the coordination ("integration") of the various areas of the
shipyard can be assured, monitored and controlled to
best advantage.
The system uses a multiple module philosophy in which
all modules are interconnected under user control, or
can be run independently for specific application.
The
main modules are referred to by their trade names of
PERT-PAC, WORK-PAC, and MAT-PAC.
PERT-PAC: A job scheduling system based upon
critical
path
method
and
enhanced
specialized techniques for automating network
dates
re-scheduling.
and
PERT-PAC's
cronet library functions reduce planning time
improve network data accuracy.

the
by
upMiand

WORK-PAC: A production labor planning and control
system based upon the work package concept, employing statistical
techniques
for
automating job progress and final total cost projections
on a continuous basis.
MAT-PAC: An interactive material
requirements
planning, purchasing and delivery control system
designed to expedite project material planning and
procurement.
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3.1

PLANNING & PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
--------------------------------The planning and production engineering processes must
be tied together and both require a certain amount of
lead time to be successful. During this time the design
process must examine and evaluate various techniques
that best exploit the production process:
a) Techniques which allow more extensive application of production engineering procedures
in the time available - however short.
These are concerned with digesting general
experience to improve producibility through
more and better standardization in the yard.
b) Techniques which themselves reduce the necessity for lead time. These are mainly concerned with the application of computer
methods to the design development and production information processes.
c) Techniques which maximize production efficiency. For example, the pre-assembling of
material items in the shop environment is
often significantly less expensive than if
the assembly were done at the job site
(i.e., on board ship). Not only is there
less opportunity for adding to costs from
extra crew transfers and gathering together
all needed equipment and materials at remote
locations, but also climatic conditions and
personnel morale within the production environment can bear heavily upon the ultimate
cost of the effort.
The lead time requirement is a product of the level of
technology employed and the balances chosen within total
contract execution. In making the transition to longer
lead times, the demands of the orderbook will be a dominant factor in order to achieve continuity of producThis implies a phasing of the implementation of
tion.
planning and production engineering procedures to suit
each individual yard for the given occassion.
Procedures, particularly those relating to geometry and
block breakdown, do not of themselves affect lead time
significantly. Other procedures, particularly equipment
and ship module techniques, do require an investment
both in time and manpower to realize the potential benefits. In these cases it is necessary to review and define the extent of implementation.
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The planning and production engineering processes must

be supported by an organizational structure and sound
operational procedures to assure adequate feedback from
the production facilities to the Drawing Office for updating and validating of drawings.

3.2

SCHEDULING
---------The preliminary planning for the project is based upon
detail knowledge of the shipyard resources, contract
specifications, the general arrangement drawings, milestone target dates and shipyard holiday schedule.
The project schedule is developed with a critical path
Standardized planning modules, called Micronetwork.
nets, are developed for various stages of the project.
Data collected by the planners include the steel erection sequence, equipment lists and related foundations,
and preliminary plans ("ideas") for zone outfitting,
modularization and unit pre-outfitting.
The successful execution of the network schedule depends
upon a numbering system where a unique number for each
segment of the network is assigned and cataloged. The
vessel is sectioned into manageable zones and units with
discrete identification numbers which remain unchanged
throughout the project. Developing the project network
is an evolutionary process. The stages for the project
are as follows:

a) Review the Master Schedule
b)

Develop network plans and options

c) Develop the steel Micronets detailing all
activities for a steel unit from drawings,
material procurement, through fabrication
and assembly, and finally erection and finish welding

d) Build the network by transferring all steel
unit Micronets and linking them at erection
in their natural sequence

e) Build and install erection and/or assembly
constraint dummy activities to ensure unit
erection sequence is correct (for example,
deck units cannot be erected until side
units are in place)
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f)

Provide broad-scale zone outfit activities
that are brought together for zone and system tests

d)

Install sea trials and delivery activities

h)

Revise and refine milestones for summary
overview purposes

i)

Set start-off link activity to begin erection on anticipated start date

j)

Process network, review milestone schedules,
approve the erection sequence, and plot the
erection sequence

k)

Develop equipment module Micronets complete
with durations, link to all procurement as
appropriate

1)

Transfer equipment module Micronets to network

m)

Develop main machinery installation sequence
complete with drawings and material procurement activities

n)

Develop zone outfitting Micronets complete
with drawings and material procurement

0)

Develop unit pre-outfitting Micronet complete with drawings and material procurement

P)

Develop tank and systems' testing Micronets

q)

Transfer Micronets to network.
review.

Process and

The Plan Schedules undergo two discrete phases of develThese
opment before being fully usable by Production.
are
a) Network planned schedules
b) Resource loaded schedules
Network planned schedules reflect dates as directly generated by the PERT-PAC Main Processor and represent the
most attainable dates limited only by the activity sequences. Network planned schedules can be obtained at
any time during the developmental phase of the network
and are used to validate the overall sequence of work
represented by the network.

1

2

0

Resource loading allows specific restrictions of available resources (manpower, floor space, etc.) to influence the schedules further.
Resource loading normally is not applied until the network is generally complete and the correct work sequencing fully established.
The loading process entails
determining budgets, steel unit sizes (for floor space
restrictions, etc.), facilities and manpower availabilities.
Resource loading is done using either the PERTPAC Allocator subsystem or the WORK-PAC Manpower subsystem. Both methods accomplish the same result, except
that the Allocator does handle non-labor resources,
while Manpower cannot. Results from the resource Loadings, including revised schedules, are transferred back
to the network from either subsystem.

3.3

LABOR PLANNING AND CONTROL
-------------------------Shipyard management has a continuous need to measure
work progress and manhour performance so that any problems that develop hopefully can be remedied before they
become critical.
Most shipyards manually assess physical progress and
this approach always depends entirely upon an individual's interpretation of the progress and is therefore
highly subjective. Manual assessments also cost considerable time and effort.
WORK-PAC is a computer system that 'measures progress and
makes final manhour cost projections objectively and
continuously based upon actual statistically-derived
productivity information continuously being supplied to
the system.
WORK-PAC further summarizes performance
trends not only by the project work breakdown structure,
but by the shipyard's organization structure (work centers, departments, and trades) as well. This visibility
is valuable not only to planning management, but also to
production control supervisors.
The WORK-PAC manpower planning and control procedures
are developed using the work package concept throughout:
a) New ship construction
b) Ship repair projects
c) Commercial engineering projects
d) Shipyard maintenance and overhead work
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Cost Accounts (WBS or engineered ship systems) require
contributions of effort from many areas of the shipyard
organization (see Figure 3.3.1 for an illustration of a
logical distribution and sequencing of work effort).
Each of these separate and distinct efforts form the
basis of the work package scheme for an account and are
fairly easy to establish since they provide the fundamental plan by which the project shall be executed, REENGINEERING
GARDLESS OF BUDGET, SCHEDULE, OR EVEN
DETAILS.
The work package represents a distinct and definable
unit of work that starts and completes ideally without
significant interruption, under the direction of a
single authority or work center. The scope of work can
be clearly identified, and the work package can be budgeted and scheduled.
Work packages are developed precisely in the manner consistent with the way shipyard production will perform
Production will normally accomplish its efthe work.
fort as a logical set of steps; the work package, while
including a selected number of these steps, will be so
defined to correlate directly with appropriate tasks and
operations.
The approaches of pre-outfitting, modularization (outfit
on block) and mass production techniques all
are
attempts to make the most of available resources with
minimum attending costs. The labor planning and control
system, WORK-PAC, provides a convenient means to develop
work packages that support these efforts WITHOUT altering the basic work breakdown structure for cost budgetproduction
ing and actual cost collection.
These
techniques are not the result of any dramatic change in
planning or production philosophies or even in the
structuring of the project's chart of accounts, but
merely upon the re-ordering of work according to a
better scheduling approach.
Indeed, scheduling does
have a definite bearing upon the cost of any endeavor.
Work packages are developed so that when completed,
there is a clear track as to precisely what has been
accomplished. Further, WORK-PAC summarizes work package
performance and provides performance trend information
valuable for continued production monitoring and control.
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3.4

MATERIAL PLANNING AND CONTROL
----------------------------The material control problem for shipyards dealing with
large-scale projects is far different and more complex
to solve than that for manufacturing companies producing
quantities of like products.
Shipyards manufacture essentially one-off products, each
customized to suit a given contract. The material requirements, therefore, are largely specific to the contract, specially purchased and individually expedited to
keep pace with production. Inherently, this places a
premium emphasis upon the scheduling of this material
procurement process. Furthermore, the high cost of material storage and handling and the recent high costs of
financing stock inventories have made direct purchasing
of material far more necessary than was the case years
past. Now there is little room to ignore delivery problems, since the shipyard has virtually no chance to make
up for any delays or losses with a subsequent production
run. A shipyard must be successful on each and every
vessel, or face severe financial difficulties. And the
pressure of shipyards competing against one another
under limited marketing opportunities requires that a
successful yard offer not only a less expensive ship,
but also one that can be built faster than the competition.... and too often faster than the declines of the
financial markets, which can quickly dry up a ship order
before the keel is laid.
MAT-PAC is fully integrated with the scheduling system,
PERT-PAC.
This helps ensure that the material procurement and delivery functions meet the needs of production
with minimium difficulties. PERT-PAC develops the schedules which incorporate not only constraints by production, but also those in other areas, including engineering and material. In response, MAT-PAC updates PERT-PAC
with current delivery status so that any delays can be
analyzed directly and their impact upon production measured. PERT-PAC keeps track of all schedules and provides a convenient means to coordinate all efforts and ensure that management focuses its attention mostly upon
high-priority problems.
MAT-PAC permits material to be purchased directly for a
given project, and from stock inventories. While most
other material systems accommodate the latter,the direct
purchase problems are rarely addressed adequately for
the shipyard environment. Further, the scheduling features of MAT-PAC provide a means to determine WHEN scheduled contract demands upon stocks require re-ordering.
Again, the importance of the scheduling cannot be overstated. This visibility of future material requirements
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not only ensures that production needs are satisfied
both today and tomorrow, but also that opportunities for
reduced costs possible from bulk buying can be better
exploited.

Since schedules are so important, MAT-PAC provides a
strong capability to ensure requests for quotations
("RfQs") are issued and supplier responses received on a
timely basis. The system also sets schedules for ensuring timely issuing of subsequent purchase orders and
their acknowledgements by suppliers. MAT-PAC further
provides a capability to input and store a full set of
material specifications (text information) with requisitions and purchase orders. Once done, many requisitions
can be "copied" to future contracts with little change;
this reduces manual processing time significantly.
In fact, the copying features of the system even provide
the user with simple escalation factors that may be
applied to old cataloged prices. This powerful capability not only generates more quickly a complete set of
detail material requirements for a new contract, but
also a faster material cost estimate. The system easily
rolls up new detail estimates to the ship work breakdown
structure of cost accounts for summary review.
MAT-PAC has a comprehensive material delivery expediting
capability that enables material procurement personnel
to concentrate more on critical problems and less upon
the non-essential ones.
MAT-PAC has been designed to perform in the real world
of a shipyard. It easily handles such problems as fluctuating foreign exchange rates, suppliers that act
through brokers, and forecasts cash flow needs for import payments.
MAT-PAC also accommodates such un-planned problems as
material transfers, which inevitably
intra-contract
occur when one contract finds itself short of needed
material.
MAT-PAC provides immediate reporting of actual costs
against planned budgets. Linked with WORK-PAC, the system generates a full summary of labor and material costs
by the familiar ship work breakdown structure.
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4.0

CONCLUSIONS
Correct project Cost/Schedule management requires a continuous review of production performance and the ability
to act quickly to avoid or minimize problems.
Correct
planning, however, can relieve management of much onthe-spot problem solving, which oftentimes cannot be as
successful once the project is under way. Planning
identifies problems before they can occur and provides
early opportunities to develop strategies that can avoid
problems altogether.
The planning phase must concentrate upon not only the
proper sequencing of work and establishing performance
measurement goals (budgets and schedules), but also must
further evaluate relative degrees of cost and schedule
risk among project alternatives. Risk, in this sense,
refers to the likelihood of over-run (time, money, or
both) in completing the project.
A "Risk Review" process assesses the relative "softness"
versus precision in project definition.
Ill-defined
(soft) requirements are more highly vulnerable to change
and are therefore of higher risk.
The risk review,
then, determines those areas of the project of highest
risk and initiates steps necessary to develop better
cost/schedule definition. Factors that affect risk are
the following:
a) Project size
b) Project complexity
c) Level of technology required

Added to these are certain organization-related risk
factors:
a) Working skills and competance
b) Management skills and competance
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Measures typically taken to reduce risk are the following:
a) Break down the job into smaller,
measureable phases

more

b) Reduce scope of work
c) Employ more standard methods
d) Implement smoother work procedures
e) Implement better performance
procedures

measurement

f) Seek alternate responsibility assignments

APPENDIX I
----------

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
-----------------

This section is incorporated to define the terms used
throughout the documentation. The following is a list of those
terms and their definitions:
Account

The WBS cost category to which an activity belongs. In addition, it will normally be part
of the activity's work package number which is
a necessary key in identification of the activity within the network.

Activity

An identifiable task in the total project having a start and finish date and sequenced relative to other project activities by the
structure of the schedule network.

CPM

Critical Path Method, a procedure for determining activity schedules based upon their individual durations and lead times and upon the
organization of activity sequences within the
network.

Delivery (D)

The vessel will have reached the final completion of contracted work, and will be ready
to be turned over to her owner.
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Dry Survey (DS)

This is the stage in production where all major steel work within a particular zone has
been completed. The zone will now be ready
for the start of on-board outfitting.

Dummy Link

A restraining connection between two activiA dummy has zero duration, but may be
ties.
assigned a positive or negative (overlapping)
lead time between the two activities.

Duration

This is the time planned to accomplish the
task.

Early Finish

Earliest possible finish date for an activity.

Early Start

Earliest possible start date for an activity.

Event

Specific point in time within the project netfinish
work when activities begin and/or
events correspond to network nodes.

Float

Same as slack time.

"I" node number

This schedule network event defines the starting point of an activity. Its identification
number can be pre-determined, or be a variable
of a zone or unit.

Item Number

A discrete number which uniquely identifies an
activity within a given PERT-PAC Micronet. The
chosen numbers should be sequential within the
Micronet.

"I" node number

This schedule network event defines the ending
point of an activity. Its identification number can also be pre-determined, or be a
variable of the zone or unit.

Late Finish

Latest possible finish date for an activity
after all slack time has been used; any further slippage in finishing the activity will
slip the overall project completion date.

Lead Time

The extra amount of time expected to be required after a preceding activity, or set of
activities, has been completed before a succeeding activity can begin. A negative lead
time represents a succeeding activity that can
start before a preceding activity has been
completed.
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Micronet

A small portion of the vessel's network which
usually is incorporated into the network repeatedly. The Micronet Library, which is a
part of the PERT-PAC scheduling system, is
used to maintain all the vessel's Micronets.

Module

The placement of equipment and its related
together on a machine foundation
systems
(seat) prior to its installation on-unit or
on-board.

Node

A network event representing a point in time
when activities begin and/or finish.

On-board Outfit

Installation of fittings, without prior assembly, on-board the vessel. This method of outfitting is normally the most expensive in
terms of worker convenience, access to work,
access to tools and materials, and overhead
for crews' transfers to and from job.

On-unit P/O

A method of pre-outfitting which allows equipment to be assembled and installed as a unit,
in the shop, independently of the vessel
structure. This procedure normally enhances
safety and reduces manhours and work durations
over other methods of outfitting, such as onboard outfitting. On-unit pre-outfitting may
also refer to all the assembly of outfit
modules.

Panels

Sub-divisions of units being processed through
the assembly shop.

PERT

Program Evaluation and Review Technique that
utilizes CPM procedures for computing activity
schedules. PERT also calculates odds on any
given date actually happening using a very
simple statistical computation upon three (3)
separate manually derived estimates of duration for each network activity: most likely,
most optimistic and most pessimistic. PERTPAC, contrary to its name, does not perform
this probable odds analysis.

Pre-outfitting

Outfitting on steel assemblies as opposed to
on-board the vessel.
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Slack Time

The scheduled leeway which allows flexibility
in the duration of an activity without adversely affecting the schedule of any other
activity, or the completion date for the overall project.

Sub-assembly

A definable unit of product to be delivered.

Sub-net

An isolated collection of activities within an
overall larger network.

Units

Hull structural assemblies composed of several
panels and being erected as a whole on the
ways.

Variable

When the "I" and "J" node numbers are not
fully defined, they will be a variable of the
zone or unit. Their numbers will be automatically generated by the system, based on the
input data.

WBS

Work Breakdown Structure or chart of acounts,
usually
representing each engineered ship
ship
hull
plus
structure,
system
and
construction support and management services.

Work Centre

An area of the yard or ship where an activity
(work package) is to be performed. It is a
necessary key in the identification of an activity within the network.

Work Package

A distinct and definable unit of work that can
be started and completed without significant
interruption under the direction of a single
work centre.

Zone

An optional breakdown of a project's product
definition useful for added cost/schedule control purposes.

Zone Complete (ZC) This is the stage in production where all
steel work, pre-outfit work, and on-board outfit work has been completed.
Zone Ready (ZR)

This event indicates that the zone is ready
for the start of on-board outfitting.
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